
ON A RELATION BETWEEN ABSOLUTE ABEL
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1.1. Let Tan be an infinite series, and let {X„} be an arbitrary

sequence of positive numbers tending to infinity with « such that

l^Xi<X2< • • • . We write

■4Í(x) = T i* - X»)*a» =  f  (x- t)kdAy(t),
Xn<i J I

Ay,(x) = Ay(x) =  T «*>

Ai(x) = 0

We also write

\n<x

for x g 1    and    k > — 1.

B\(x) =  T (* - A„)4X„a„.
\.<x

The given series Tan is said to be summable (R, X, k) to the sum 5

if lim x~kA*(x) =s as x—»°° ; the series is said to be absolutely Riesz

summable with index m, or simply \R, X, k\m summable [ó] if

/,

d k
— x~hAs(x)
dx

dx < cc,

where k>0, m^l and k>l— 1/m.

We say that the given series is summable | R, X, k, y\ m [6] if

d
x-hAk(x)

/,

~.m-y+m

<f#
dx < oo,

where & > 1 — 1/m, £ >7 — 1 and 7 is a real number. It is evident that

IR, X, k, 0| m summability is the same as | J?, X, &| m summability and

\R, X, &|i summability is the usual absolute Riesz summability de-

noted by \R, X, k\.
The series Tan is said to be summable | A, X| m, m^ 1, if the series

f(x) = Tan exp[— \nx] converges for x>0 and

/1 00

(1 -e-*)"-1!/'^)!"^ < »,
0

[9, Theorem 2j.
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Summability \A, X\m can be further generalized by introducing a

real parameter y as follows:

For m ^ 1 and y a real number, the series Y^an is said to be sum-

mable \A, X, y\m ii
(i) fix) = Y^a„ exp[— Xnx] converges for x>0, and

(ii) /o"(l -e-*)m-n-<-l\f'ix)| mdx< «j.

It is obvious that summability | A, X, 0| m is the same as summability

| A, X\m and | ^4, X| i summability is the same as generalized absolute

Abel summability denoted by | .4, X|. (|^4,X| summability is defined

implicitly in [lO].)

1.2. In [8] we proved the following theorem.

Theorem A. 7/ (i) Y^an is summable \R,X,k\m and (ii) the series

Y^an exp [ — Xnx] converges for allx>0 to the sum fix), then (iii) Y^an is

summable \A, X\m.

In the special case X„ = n, it follows from the results of Borwein [l ]

and Flett [3] that (i) implies (iii); so that, in this case, (i) alone

implies (iii), but this is not true for arbitrary X„ (see Remark below).

2.1. We prove the following theorems:

Theorem 1. // (i) Y,an is summable \R, X, k, y\m, m^l, k>l

— 1/m, OSjygl—1/m and (ii) the series Y^an exp[— X„x] converges

for all x>0 to the sum fix), then (iii) Y^an is summable | A, X, y\ m.

Theorem 2. For 0<ySl — l/n, k>2 — 1/m, m>l, summability

| R, X, k, y\ m of Y^an implies its ¡A,X,y\m summability if and only if

lim infn-a, exp[Xnx](Xn+i — Xn) >0 for any x>0.

2.2. We require the following lemmas for the proofs of our theo-

rems.

Lemma 1 [S]. If k>0, then

d     -k   k _*_i *_!
— ix   Axix)) = kx      Bx   ix).
dx

Lemma 2 [4, p. 27]. If k>-1, p>0, then

aI+\x) =m(\x- if1 A\it)dt.

Throughout this paper M denotes a positive constant, not neces-

sarily the same at every occurrence and m' is given by l/m-\-l/m' = 1

for m>l.
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Lemma 3 [7]. Lety>ß, m>p^l. If Tan is summable \R,\, k, y\m,
then it is also summable | R, X, k, ß\ p.

Lemma 4 [4, p. 39]. If Ta» exp[—\nx] converges for x>0 to the

sumf(x), then for k^O,

f(x) = Mxk+1 f   AÏ(t)e x'dt.
J o

Lemma 5. Let h>0, 7^0, m^l. If Tan is summable \R, X, h, y\ y

then it is also summable \ R, X, k, y\mfor k>h + l —1/m, h>y — l.

Proof of Lemma 5. On account of Lemma 1, we need to show that

xmy-mk-l \B)T1(x) \mdx <   00 ,

given that

/»   CO
I 7—h— 1 i       k—1.   .   iro,

7=1     * | £x    (*) | dx < oo.

Let k = h + 5, where 5>1 — 1/m.

By Lemma 2, we have

bI \x) = M f\x-t)S ^ \t)dt.

Thus for m> 1

\Bl-1(x)\^MJX(x-t)i-1\Bt\0\dl

= lif'(x - //-VA+1-)/V(A+1-T>/m | Bt\0 \Vm'\ Bl-\t)\llmdt.

Applying Holder's inequality we get

I bI~\x) r = m {J\x - 0«<«-iy^>«-> i B^(t) i *}

SJf/"(.-0"CM>í<M^)M|rf4W|A,

since
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j i

Therefore,

i g Mfx^-^dxfix - ty*~z*-1-™-» 12¿-»W | ¿,

/CO /»   OOi | 5X   (/) I ¿/ I     (x - t)      x dx

= m ('r^11 £í_1(o | dt = ü/7 < oo.

The case ím = 1 is similar.

Lemma 6. IfY^an is summable \ R, X, k, y\ m, then it is also summable

\R,X,h,y\mfork>h.

The proof of Lemma 6 is similar to that of Lemma 3 in [7] and is

therefore omitted.

2.3. Proof of Theorem 1. In virtue of (ii),

/'(*) = -Mxk+1 C'' Btit)e~xtdt.
J o

Thus

/»  00

I     (1 — r*)"""*""11 fix) \mdx
J 0

^ M I     (1 — e~x)m-m~'-lxmk+mdx

J 0

= m j°° | Bkit) \mdtj" /Iz_f2V--^+—V'd/

my—toa—m—1 i      fc . .   im ,

x I Sx(0 | Ä
0

< »,

by Lemma 1 and Lemma 6 with h = k-\-l.

Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose
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(1) T a*   is summable    | R, X, k, 7 |m

and

(2) lim inf exp[X„x](Xn+i — X„) > 0       for any x > 0.
n—*«

By Lemma 3, it is clear that | R, X, k, y\ m summability of Tan im-

plies its ¡R, X, k\ summability, which in turn implies its (R, X, k)

summability. If xk (k^O) denotes the abscissa of (R, X, k) summabil-

ity of the Dirichlet series

(3) f(x) = Tan exp[—Xnx],

then the assertion that Ta* is summable (R, X, k) implies xt^O;

while the convergence of (3) for all x>0 will follow if x0 = 0. It there-

fore follows from Theorem 3.52 and Corollary 3.75 of [2] that the

hypothesis of Corollary 3.75 is sufficient to ensure the convergence

of (3) for all x>0 if Tan is summable (R, X, k). The hypothesis of

Corollary 3.75 of [2], while expressed in a somewhat different form,

may easily be seen to be equivalent to condition (2). Thus the suffi-

ciency part of Theorem 2 is given by Theorem 1.

Necessity. Suppose condition (2) on ¡X„} is not satisfied, then for

some x0>0,

lim inf exp[X„x0](X„+i — X„) = 0.
n—» w

We can find a sequence {nm} of positive integers such that nm+x

è»m+2 and such that

(4) T exp[X(nm)x0}[X(nm + 1) — X(nm)] < »,
m=0

where we write X(w) for X„ whenever n is replaced by an expression

which itself involves suffixes.

Define

an = exp[X(wm)x0] (n = nm),

= — exp[X(wm)x0]        (n = nn + 1),

= 0       otherwise;

then/(x) = Tan exp[—Xnx] clearly diverges for x^xo. Thus Ta* ls

not summable \A, X, 7¡ m. On the other hand, the series Tan is sum-

mable IR, X, k, y\ m. To prove this, on account of Lemma 5, it is suffi-

cient to prove that Tan is summable | R, X, 1, 711.
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/,

7 -1 ALr  \
U    — U   A\iu)

du
du

X(n„+1)
CO /»

= mZ f
m-0  J Mnm)

00 /»

¿Ml \\nm + 1) I
m=n J X

y\ d     -i
u   A\M

du
X(»„+l)

dtt

Mnm)

¿-11

— M     AxM
du

du

—i i       o i
M      I B\M j (¿M

00 /»

= Jf £ x7(«m + 1) I

00

= M X) exp^B^iolX'-H«». + l)[X(«m + 1) - X(«m)]
«1=0

< »,

by (4), since 7<1.

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Remark. It is clear that the above series Y^an is summable

\R, X, k, 0\m, i.e. summable | R, X, k\m but not summable \A, X\m.

Thus for arbitrary {X„}, in Theorem A (i) alone does not imply (iii).
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